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in [17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25] and [6, 29, 35]. The latter research soon led to LMI formulations ofMSSV robustness tests [29, 4].A unique contribution of the former results is that they led to the development of upper boundson an H2 cost functional over the uncertainty set under consideration. By optimizing this upperbound and using a Riccati equation, constraint continuation algorithms have been developed forMSSV synthesis [26, 27, 28] with the Popov multiplier. It should be noted that this approach allowsthe control designer to �x the architecture of the controller (e.g., the controller may be chosen tohave a particular order or may be chosen to have a decentralized structure) and avoids M -K(i.e., multiplier-controller) iteration schemes. Recently, more powerful probability-one homotopyalgorithms have been formulated for more general forms of the multiplier by solving a \RiccatiEquation Feasibility Problem" [9, 10]. (The multipliers are actually represented by their stablefactors.) These algorithms, unlike the previous continuation algorithms which were initialized byan ad hoc technique, can be initialized with an arbitrary (admissible) multiplier and any stabilizingcompensator (of the desired architecture). In addition, as with all probability-one algorithms, thehomotopy zero curve is not assumed to be monotonic which makes the algorithms more reliableand numerically robust.The LMI formulations of MSSV theory led to the recognition that robust control design canbe approached via solving a (nonconvex) \bilinear matrix inequality" (BMI) [15, 16, 36]. Thisapproach, like those based on a Riccati equation constraint, allows the design of �xed-architecturecontrollers and can be implemented without using M -K iteration. To obtain a reasonably sizedBMI, the multiplier set must be restricted to lie in the span of a stable basis [15]. However, thechoice of this basis is unclear and can potentially introduce a high degree of conservatism. If theless conservative LMI formulation, requiring the use of unstable multipliers, is used, the resultantBMI is of very high dimension due to the introduction of a Lyapunov inequality of the dimensionof the closed-loop system to ensure closed-loop stability [36]. In contrast, the robustness analysisresults using a Riccati equation formulation easily extend to robust control design without placingany basis restrictions on the multipliers or introducing high dimensionality.This paper uses the LMI approach to MSSV analysis to develop an approach to robust controllersynthesis that is based on the stable factors of the multipliers and does not require the multipliersto be restricted to a basis. It is shown that this approach requires the solution of nonlinearmatrix inequalities. A continuation algorithm is presented for the solution of NMI's. The primarycomputational burden of the continuation algorithm is the solution of a series of LMI's.1



1.1. Notation and De�nitionsLet R and C denote the real and complex numbers, Rm�m and Cm�m the real and complexm�m matrices, let (�)T and (�)� denote transpose and complex conjugate transpose, let \Re" and\Im" denote real and imaginary part, and let In or I denote the n�n identity matrix. Furthermorewe write �max(�) for the maximum singular value, \tr" for the trace operator, andM � 0 (M > 0) todenote the fact that the Hermitian matrixM is nonnegative (positive) de�nite. The Hermitian andskew-Hermitian parts of an arbitrary complex square matrix G are de�ned by He G 4= 12(G+ G�)and Sh G 4= 12(G�G�), respectively. Finally,Next, we establish certain key de�nitions used later in the paper. Let n(s) and d(s) be poly-nomials in s with real coe�cients. A function g(s) of the form g(s) = n(s)=d(s) is called a realrational function. The function g(s) is called proper (resp., strictly proper) if deg n(s) � deg d(s)(resp., deg n(s) < deg d(s)), where \deg" denotes the degree of the respective polynomials. A real-rational matrix function is a matrix whose elements are rational functions with real coe�cients.Furthermore, a transfer function G(s) is called proper (resp., strictly proper) if every element of G(s)is proper (resp., strictly proper). In this paper we assume all transfer functions are real-rationalmatrix functions. Also, we de�ne G�(s) 4= GT (�s) for transfer functions G(s).An asymptotically stable transfer function is a transfer function each of whose poles is in the openleft half plane. Finally, a Lyapunov stable transfer function is a transfer function each of whose polesis in the closed left half plane with semi-simple poles on the imaginary axis. Let G(s) � " A BC D #denote a state space realization of a transfer function G(s), that is, G(s) = C(sI �A)�1B +D.A square transfer function G(s) is called positive real (resp., generalized positive real)[2] if G(s)is Lyapunov stable and He G(s) is nonnegative de�nite for Re[s] > 0 (resp., G(s) has no imaginarypoles and He G(j!) is nonnegative de�nite for all ! 2 R). A square transfer function is calledstrictly positive real [42] (resp., strictly generalized positive real) if G(s) is asymptotically stableand He G(j!) is positive de�nite for ! 2 R (resp., G(s) has no imaginary poles and He G(j!) ispositive de�nite for ! 2 R). A square transfer function G(s) is strongly positive real (resp., stronglygeneralized positive real) if it is strictly positive real (resp., strictly generalized positive real) andD+DT > 0, where D 4= G(1). Note that although a minimal realization of a positive real transferfunction is stable in the sense of Lyapunov, a minimal realization of a generalized positive realtransfer function may be unstable.Let F : Rn ! Rp�p and consider the inequalitiesF (x) � 0; F (x) > 0: (1.1)2



If F (x) is a linear function, then (1.1) are linear matrix inequalities (LMI's). If F (x) is a�ne,then then (1.1) are a�ne matrix inequalities (AMI's). However, since each AMI is equivalent to acertain LMI [5], AMI's are popularly called LMI's. If F (x) is nonlinear then (1.1) are nonlinearmatrix inequalities (NMI's). Furthermore, if we partition x as xT = (xT1 ; xT2 ) and F (x) is a�ne inx1 and x2 but not in x, then (1.1) are bilinear matrix inequalities (BMI's). Note that a BMI is aspecial case of a NMI.1.2. Paper OrganizationSection 2 presents the general framework for robustness analysis with �xed-structure multipliersand briey discusses the BMI approach to �xed-architecture, robust control synthesis. Section 3demonstrates that a more general formulation to robust controller synthesis is in terms of a NMIfeasibility problem. Section 4 develops a continuation algorithm to solve NMI feasibility problems.� � -G(s)?- i({)(+)Figure 1: Standard Uncertainty Feedback Con�guration2. Multiplier Methods in Robustness AnalysisIn this section we review the framework for mixed uncertainty robustness analysis with �xed-structure multipliers. The exposition generally follows that presented in References 24,29-4. Webegin by considering the standard uncertainty feedback con�guration of Figure 1, where G(s) 2Cm�m is asymptotically stable andG(s) � " A BC D #. It is assumed that the uncertainty � 2 Cm�mbelongs to the set� 4= f� = block-diag(�1; :::;�p) : �i 2 Ii; �max(�i) � ; i = 1; :::; p; pXi=1 ki = mg; (2.1)where Ii � Cki�ki denotes the internal structure of the uncertainty block �i and  > 0. Forexample Ii may be given by any of the following �ve sets:3



�I 4= Cki�ki ; (2.2)�II 4= f�i = �iIki : �i 2 Cg; (2.3)�III 4= f�i = �iIki : �i 2 Rg; (2.4)�IV 4= f�i 2 Rki�ki : �i = �Ti g; (2.5)�V 4= f�i = " ��� �!��! ��� # : �� ; �! 2 Rg: (2.6)Note that �I;�II, and �III are standard in the literature, corresponding respectively to com-plex matrix block uncertainty, repeated complex scalar uncertainty, and repeated real scalar un-certainty. �IV is symmetric, real matrix block uncertainty, while �V can be used to describeuncertainty in the imaginary and real parts of a structural system represented in real normal form.If the uncertainty is of the form described by�IV or�V, it is possible to represent the uncertaintyby �III. However, as discussed in Reference 24 this reformulation leads to increased conservatismand numerical complexity. The ensuing discussion is not restricted to these forms of uncertainty, butthey are important special cases and will be used to provide concrete illustrations of the subsequentconcepts.To state the multivariable absolute stability criterion for � 2� we de�ne the sets of Hermitian,frequency-dependent, scaling matrix functions byDi 4= fDi : jR[1 ! Cki�ki : Di(j!) � 0;Di(j!)�i = �iDi(j!); ! 2 R; �i 2 Ii; i = 1; :::; pg; (2.7)Ni 4= fNi : jR[1 ! Cki�ki : Ni(j!) = Ni�(j!);Ni(j!)�i = �i�Ni(j!); ! 2 R; �i 2 Ii; i = 1; :::; pg: (2.8)Furthermore, de�ne the setsMi andM of multiplier transfer functions byMi 4= fMi(s) = Di(s) +Qi(s) : Di(j!) 2 Di; Qi(j!) = j!Ni(j!); Ni(j!) 2 Ni; i = 1; :::; pg;(2.9)M 4= fM(s) 2 Cm�m :M(s) = block-diag(M1(s); :::;Mp(s)); Mi(s) 2 Mi; i = 1; :::; pg: (2.10)Note that in (2.9),Di(j!) = HeMi(j!) � 0 and Ni(j!) = �jShMi(j!). Furthermore,M(s) 2 Msatis�es HeM(j!) � 0; ! 2 R[1; (2.11)and is not necessarily stable. 4



Theorem 1. Suppose that G(s)[I � G(s)]�1 is asymptotically stable. If there exists M(s) 2M such that He[M(j!)T(j!)] > 0; ! 2 R[1; (2.12)where T(s) 4= [I + G(s)][I � G(s)]�1; (2.13)then the negative feedback interconnection of G(s) and � is asymptotically stable (or, equivalently,det(I + G(j!)�) 6= 0; ! 2 R) for all � 2� .Proof. A rigorous proof of this result is given in Reference 24. Similar results are presented inReferences 29-4. 4Remark 1. Note that[4]T(s) � " A+ B(I � D)�1C p2B(I � D)�1p2(I � D)�1C (I + D)(I � D)�1 # : (2.14)Using the coprime factorization result presented in Reference 37, it follows that M(s) can befactored as M(s) = [M�B(s)]�1MA(s); (2.15)where both MA(s) and MB(s) are asymptotically stable and nonunique. In practice, stable MA(s)andMB(s) satisfying (2.15) can be computed using the approach pioneered in Reference 31 which isalso given in Reference 37. In Reference 35 (2.15) is used to prove the following important corollaryto Theorem 1.Corollary 1. Assume M(s) 2 M, and MA(s) and MB(s) are asymptotically stable transferfunction matrices satisfying (2.15). Then (2.12) in Theorem 1 holds if and only ifHe[MA(j!)T(j!)MB(j!)] > 0; ! 2 R [1: (2.16)Corollary 1 allows us to develop robust controllers based on positive real theory. Such a methodis developed in Section 3.We now characterizeMi for Ii equal to the sets de�ned by (2.2)-(2.6). These characterizationsare restatements of results given in Reference 24. Multiplier sets corresponding to �I;�II; and�III are given in References 29, 35. The set corresponding to �II [35] di�ers from that given here.5



The following characterizations are useful in constructing state space realizations of the multipliers.In particular, for Ii =�IMi = fmi(s)Iki : Re[mi(j!)] � 0; Im[mi(j!)] = 0; ! 2 R [1g ; (2.17)while for Ii =�IIMi = nMi(s) 2 Cki�ki : HeMi(j!) � 0; M(j!) =M�(j!); ! 2 R [1o : (2.18)Note that if we denoteMi(s) = [mjk(s)](j;k=1;:::;ki); M(j!) =M�(j!) impliesIm[mjj(j!)] = 0; mjk(j!) = mkj(�j!); j 6= k:Furthermore, for Ii =�IIIMi = nMi(s) 2 Cki�ki : HeM(j!) � 0; ! 2 R [1o ; (2.19)while for Ii =�IVMi = fmi(s)Iki : mi(s) 2 C; Re[mi(j!)] � 0; ! 2 R[1g : (2.20)Finally, for Ii =�VMi = fMi(s) = D(s) +Q(s) : D(s) = " d11(s) d12(s)�d12(s) d11(s) # ;Q(s) = " q11(s) q12(s)q12(s) �q11(s) # ;He D(j!) > 0;Re Q(j!) = 0; Im[d11(j!)] = Re[d12(j!)] = 0; ! 2 R[1g: (2.21)2.1. The Structured Singular Value and Robust PerformanceFor a multiple block-structured uncertainty set I, with possibly repeated scalar elements, com-plex scalar elements, real blocks, and complex blocks,[24] the structured singular value of a complexmatrix G(j!) is de�ned by�(G(j!)) 4=  inf�2If�max(�) : det(I +G(j!)�) = 0g!�1;where by convention �(G(j!)) = 0 if there does not exist � 2 I such that det(I + G(j!)�) = 0.The structured singular value nonconservatively characterizes the robust stability of the uncertaintyfeedback system of Figure 1, as stated by the following theorem.[32, 24]6



Theorem 2. Suppose G(s) is asymptotically stable. Then the negative feedback interconnec-tion of G(s) and � is asymptotically stable for all � 2� if and only if�(G(j!)) < �1; ! 2 R [1: (2.22)Remark 2. The parameter m 4= 1=sup!�0 �(G(j!)) is the multivariable stability margin.[34]Next de�ne�abs(G(j!)) 4= inff > 0 : there existsM(�) 2M such that He[M(j!)T(j!)] > 0; ! 2 R[1g:(2.23)Then the following holds.Theorem 3. For ! 2 R [1, let G(j!) be a complex matrix. Then�(G(j!))� �abs(G(j!)):Proof A rigorous proof is given in Reference 24. Similar results are stated in References 29, 35.4 The signi�cance of the above theorem is that it allows us to consider both robust stability androbust performance in the same setting.[43] Hence, as was proved for structured singular valueanalysis with purely complex uncertainty,[32] robust performance can be ensured by appropriateinclusion of a \�ctitious" full complex uncertainty block.2.2. Linear Matrix Inequality and Riccati Equation Characterizations of (Gen-eralized) Positive Real Matrix FunctionsTheorem 1 characterizes robustness in terms of the strictly generalized positive real condition(2.12) while Corollary 1 relies on the strictly positive real condition (2.16). Hence, to implement therobustness test of Theorem 1 using state space computations requires state space characterizationsof strictly generalized positive real and strictly positive real transfer functions.State space conditions for strictly positive real transfer functions are given in Reference 38, butinclude observability and rank conditions which are di�cult to incorporate into numerical schemes.Hence, the lemma below provides state space characterizations of strongly generalized positivereal matrices and strongly positive real matrices, special cases respectively of strictly generalizedpositive real matices and strictly positive real matrices.7



Lemma 1. Let G(s) be square with G(s) � " A BC D # where (A;B) is controllable. Then thefollowing statements are equivalent:1. G(s) is strongly generalized positive real.2. There exist � > 0 and symmetric P such that" �ATP � PA �PB + CT�BTP + C (D � �I) + (D � �I)T # � 0:Furthermore, if (1) and (2) hold, then:4. (A;C) is observable if and only if P is nonsingular.5. G(s) is strongly positive real if and only if A is asymptotically stable and P � 0. In this case,(A;C) is observable if and only if P > 0.6. If (A;C) is observable, G(s) is strongly positive real if and only if D+DT > 0 and there existP > 0 and � > 0 such that0 = ATP + PA + (BTP � C)T (D +DT )�1(BTP � C) + �I: (2.24)Proof. The equivalence of statements 1 and 2 is shown in Reference 29. Statements 3 and 4are proved in Reference 2 and statement 5 is proved in Reference 19. 4Lemma 1 shows that strongly generalized positive reality and generalized positive reality isequivalent to the existence of a certain solution to an LMI. Furthermore, the latter condition (underthe assumption that (A;B;C;D) is a minimal state space realization) is equivalent to the existenceof a certain solution to a Riccati equation. This Riccati equation is subsequently used to developprobability-one homotopy maps for robust controller synthesis with �xed-structure multipliers.2.3. Bilinear Matrix Inequality Approaches to Robust Controller SynthesisBoth References 29, 4 describe ways of using the LMI's corresponding to generalized positivereal tests to develop robustness tests expressed in terms of the existence of a solution to an LMI.The key is to represent the multiplier M(s) in the strictly generalized positive real test (2.12) ofTheorem 1 in such a way that its parameters appear linearly in the corresponding state space testof Lemma 1. When the LMI robustness analysis results are generalized to �xed-architecture, robustcontrol synthesis, a BMI results. 8



A straightforward way of achieving the desired representation ofM(s) is described in Reference 4and is based on earlier ideas given in Reference 35. This approach requires expressing the multiplierM(s) in terms of a basis expansion. In particular,M(s) = rXj=1 �j �M (j)(s); (2.25)where �j � 0 and �M j(s) 2 M; j = 1; :::; r. A substantial weakness of this approach is the di�cultyof choosing the basis f �M (1)(s); :::; �M(r)(s)g. Speci�cally, for a given multiplier M(s) 2 M and agiven basis, the approach in Reference 4 does not guarantee that there exists nonnegative �j suchthat M(s) is given by (2.25).The approach proposed in Reference 29 does not su�er from these weaknesses. It is based onthe following result.Lemma 2. [35] Equation (2.12) is satis�ed for some transfer matrix M (0)(s) 2 M if and onlyif there exist a real polynomial matrix M(s) 2 M for which (2.12) holds. Furthermore, if M (0)(s)is factored as M (0)(s) = 1d(0)(s)N (0)(s) where N (0)(s) is a real polynomial matrix and d(0)(s) isa scalar-valued real polynomial, then the degree of M(s) need not be greater than the sum ofdegrees of N (0)(s) and d(0)(s), and in fact one can choose M(s) = d(0)(�s)N (0)(s). In addition, ifM(s) is of order 2n, then for all nth-order real polynomials d(s) having no zeros on the j! axis,~M(s) = M(s)d(�s)d(s) 2 M and satis�es (2.12).Remark 3. Lemma 2 allows one to restrict the multiplier search to 2nth order, real polynomialmatrices M(s). To obtain state space realizable transfer functions we can consider~M(s) = M(s)d(s)d(�s) ; (2.26)where d(s) is an arbitrary nth-order polynomial having no zeros on the j!-axis.Remark 4. Note that since the zeros of d(�s) are the mirror images of the zeros of d(s) aboutthe imaginary axis, ~M(s) given by (2.26) is always an unstable multiplier.This latter approach is powerful but as eluded to in Remark 4 always produces an unstablemultiplier. When extended to �xed architecture, robust control design, this approach results ina BMI with very high dimension since it requires the introduction of a Lyapunov inequality ofdimension equal to that of the closed-loop system to ensure closed-loop stability. We hence beginthe development of an alternative scheme without these limitations.9



3. A Nonlinear Matrix Inequality Approach to Robust ControllerSynthesis with Fixed-Structure MultipliersWe now give exclusive attention to robustness tests that are expressed in terms of positive realconditions, as opposed to generalized positive real conditions. Hence, we will consider robustnesstests corresponding to Corollary 1.We focus on the uncertainty structures corresponding to the sets �I and �III, de�ned re-spectively by (2.2) and (2.4). Hence, we develop �xed-structure multiplier tests for the complex,block-structured uncertainty considered by classical complex structured singular value analysis[11, 32] and the real, diagonal uncertainty considered by classical real structured singular valueanalysis.[12, 43] Although not detailed here, the uncertainty structures corresponding to the sets�II;�IV; and�V, may also be considered in the framework of this section. In addition, the resultsmay be extended in a straightforward manner to mixed uncertainty sets.Below we develop constructive characterizations of multiplier factors MA(s) and MB(s) corre-sponding to complex, block-structured uncertainty and real, diagonal uncertainty. Robustness testsare then formulated as NMI's and are subsequently extended to NMI's for �xed-structure, robustcontrol.3.1. Complex, Block-Structured UncertaintyFrom (2.10) and (2.17) it follows that a multiplier corresponding to complex block-diagonaluncertainty is given by M(s) = block-diag �m1(s)Ik1 ; :::; mp(s)Ikp� ; (3.1)Re mi(j!) > 0; ! 2 R[1; (3.2)Im mi(j!) = 0; ! 2 R [1: (3.3)Note that we have replaced the weak inequality in (2.17) with a strict inequality in (3.2).Lemma 3. For uncertainty structures corresponding to (2.2) there exists ~M(s) with no zerosor poles on the imaginary axis and satisfying the compatibility conditions (3.1)-(3.3) and therobustness test (2.12), if and only if there exists M(s) satisfying (2.12) and (3.1) such thatM(s) = �M (�s) �M(s); (3.4)where �M(s) has no poles or zeros in the closed right half plane.10



Proof. The proof is given in [10]. 4Remark 5. Equation (3.4) corresponds to the stable coprime factorization of M(s) given by(2.15) with MA(s) = �M(s) and MB(s) = �M�1(s). Furthermore, if �M(s) is strictly proper thenM(s) given by (3.4) is strongly positive real and �M(s) and �M�1(s) both have state space realiza-tions.Remark 6. �M(s) is precisely an asymptotically stable, minimum phase transfer function rep-resentation of the classical D-scales from complex structured singular value analysis.[11, 32]From Remark 5, it follows that if we denote the state space realization of strictly proper MA(s)in (2.15) by MA(s) � " �A �B�C �D # ; (3.5)then, we can simply choose MB(s) = MA�1(s) and hence using a standard state space realizationinversion formula [30] MB(s) � " �A� �B �D�1 �C �B �D�1� �D�1 �C �D�1 # : (3.6)Details on how to choose ( �A; �B; �C; �D) to enforce the block-diagonal structure of MA(s) are givenin Reference 21.Now, if we let T(s) have the state space realization (A ; B ; C; D) as in (2.14), then, referringto (2.16), MA(s)T(s)MB(s) � " ~A ~B~C ~D # ;where ~A = 264 �A� �B �D�1 �C 0 0�B �D�1 �C A 0� �BD �D�1 �C �BB �A 375 ; ~B = 264 �B �D�1B �D�1�BD �D�1 375 ; (3.7)~C = h � �DD �D�1 �C �DD �C i ; ~D = �DD �D�1: (3.8)The next theorem which considers complex, block-structured uncertainty, follows immediately fromCorollary 1 and Lemma 1.Theorem 4. Let Ii = �I, i = 1; : : : ; p; and suppose G(s) is asymptotically stable. If thereexist ( �A; �B; �C; �D); P > 0, and � > 0 such that2664 ~ATP + P ~A �P ~B + ~CT 0� ~BTP + ~C ( ~D � �I) + ( ~D � �I)T 00 0 P 3775 > 011



where ~A ; ~B ; ~C ; ~D are given by (3.7) and (3.8), then the negative feedback interconnection ofG(s) and � is asymptotically stable for all � 2� .3.2. Real, Diagonal UncertaintyRecall from (2.10) and (2.19) that a multiplier corresponding to real, diagonal uncertainty (withpossible repeated elements) is given byM(s) = block-diag(M1(s); :::;Mp(s));where He[M(j!)] � 0; ! 2 R[1: (3.9)Now, if we let M(s) = MB�(s)�1MA(s) as in (2.15), then it follows from Corollary 1 that if weconsider only strict inequality in (3.9), then we can replace (3.9) withHe[MA(j!)MB(j!)]> 0; ! 2 R[1: (3.10)Next let the state space realizations of MA(s) and MB(s) be denoted, respectively, byMA(s) � " AA BACA DA # ; MB(s) � " AB BBCB DB # :If we let T(s) have the state space realization (A ; B ; C; D) as in (2.14), then referring to (2.16)MA(s)T(s)MB(s) � " ~A;1 ~B;1~C;1 ~D;1 # ;where ~A;1 = 264 AB 0 0BCB A 0BADCB BAC AA 375 ; ~B;1 = 264 BBBDBBADDB 375 ;~C;1 = h DADDB DAC CA i ; ~D;1 = DADDB:Similarly, referring to (3.10), MA(s)MB(s) � " ~A;2 ~B;2~C;2 ~D;2 # ;where ~A;2 = " AB 0BACB AA # ; ~B;2 = " BBBADB # ;~C;2 = h DACB CA i ; ~D;2 = DADB:12



Now, let ~A = block-diagf ~A;1; ~A;2g; ~B = block-diagf ~B;1; ~B;2g; (3.11)~C = block-diagf ~C;1; ~C;2g; ~D = block-diagf ~D;1; ~D;2g: (3.12)The next theorem, follows immediately from Corollary 1 and Lemma 1.Theorem 5. Let Ii = �III; i = 1; :::; p; and suppose G(s) is asymptotically stable. If thereexist (AA; BA; CA; DA); (AB; BB; CB; DB); P > 0, and � > 0 such that ~D + ~DT > 0 and2664 ~ATP + P ~A �P ~B + ~CT 0� ~BTP + ~C ( ~D � �I) + ( ~D � �I)T 00 0 P 3775 > 0where ~A ; ~B ; ~C ; ~D are given by (3.11) and (3.12), then the negative feedback interconnection ofG(s) and � is asymptotically stable for all � 2� .3.3. Problem FormulationBoth Theorems 4 and 5 provide robustness tests in terms of the following feasibility problem.Nonlinear Matrix Inequality for Robust Controller Synthesis (NMIRCS) . Find� 2 Rq; � > 0; and P 2 Rr�r such that2664 ~AT (�)P + P ~A(�) �P ~B(�) + ~CT (�) 0� ~BT (�)P + ~C(�) ( ~D(�)� �I) + ( ~D(�)� �I)T 00 0 P 3775 > 0 (3.13)where the dimension q is determined by the multiplier and r is determined by both the multiplierand the nominal plant size. In Theorems 4 and 5, � corresponds to the free parameters of thematrices providing a state-space representation of the multiplier factors MA(s) and MB(s). Forexample, considering Theorem 4, if all of the elements of the matrices �A; �B; �C, and �D in (3.5) and(3.6) are free, then � is de�ned by � = �vecT ( �A); vecT ( �B); vecT ( �C); vecT ( �D)�T .If we are considering control design for a plant (Ap; Bp; Cp; Dp) under a feedback controller(Ac; Bc; Cc), then, assuming negative feedback, A in (2.14) is given byA = " Ap �BpCcBcCp Ac �BcDpCc # : (3.14)Hence, in Theorems 4 and 5 ~A is linear in the controller matrices. The controller matrices essen-tially provide extra degrees of freedom to satisfy the Riccati equation constraint (3.13). To illustrate,13



if all of the elements of the matrices �A; �B; �C, and �D are free, and all of the matrices Ac; Bc; Ccare also free then � is de�ned by � = (vecT ( �A); vecT ( �B); vecT ( �C); vecT ( �D); vecT (Ac); vecT (Bc);vecT (Dc))T . Note that if ~A(�); ~B(�); ~C(�), and ~D(�) are a�ne functions of �, then the NMI(3.13) is a BMI.4. A Continuation Algorithm for Nonlinear Matrix InequalityFeasibility ProblemsLet G(�) be a nonlinear function mapping Rn �R �! Rp�p and de�neF�(x) 4= G(x; )j=� (4.1)Given f , we desire to �nd x such that Ff (x) > 0: (4.2)It is assumed that given x0 there exists 0 such thatF0(x0) > 0: (4.3)Let (�) = (1� �)0 + �f (4.4)and de�ne H(�; x) 4= G(x; (�)): (4.5)Consider the NMI H(�; x)> 0: (4.6)Note that H(0; x) = F0(x) (4.7)amd hence at � = 0, (4.6) has a known solution x0, i.e., H(0; x0) > 0. Also,H(1; x) = Ff (x) (4.8)and hence at � = 1 (4.6) becomes the desired NMI (4.2).To enable path following for some c 2 Rn we introduce the linear cost functionalJ(x) = cTx: (4.9)14



It is desired to solve the optimization problemminx J(x) subject to Ff > 0: (4.10)To accomplish this we consider the curve de�ned byminx J(x) subject to H(�; x)> 0; � 2 [0; 1): (4.11)Before presenting a continuation algorithm to follow the path de�ned by (4.11), de�ne the linearfunction L�;x0(x) = nXi=1 @F�@xi jx=x0xi:The a�ne function �F�(x) = "F�(x0)� nXi=1 @F@xi jx=x0x0;i#+ L�;x0(x)denotes the linearization of F�(x) about x0 while�H(�) = H(�0; x(�0)) + L0;x(�0) �x0(�0)(�� �0)�where x0(�) 4= @x@�denotes the linearization of H(�; x(�)) about �0.4.1. Continuation Algorithm1. Set � = 0;  = (0); x(0) = x0:2. For k = 0; 1; 2; ::: until convergence compute x(k+1) by solving the a�ne matrix inequalityoptimization problem minx(k+1) cTx(k+1)subject to "F(x(k))� nXi=1 @F@xi jx=x(k)x(k)i #+ L;x(k)(x(k+1)) > 0:Let x(�) = limk!1 x(k).3. If � = 1, let x = x(1) and stop. 15



4. Compute the tangent vector x0(�) by solving the a�ne matrix inequality optimization problemminx0(�) cTx0(�)subject to H(�; x(�))+ L;x(�)(x0(�)) > 0:5. For � � �+�� � 1, predict x(�+��) using polynomial interpolation. Let x1 denote thisprediction.6. Set  = (�+��); x(0) = x1 and go to step (2).
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